Graphic Series - Updatable Graphics

Wind Mill's Updatable Graphic display panels and fixtures can be updated in minutes. The innovative system
incorporates a Wind Mill slatwall panel and proprietary Graphic-Serts™ designed to hold pre-cut printed
strips. The strips are individually numbered for quick and easy placement. Updating is easy, reverse the
process and install your new graphics in just minutes! Environmentally friendly, old graphics can be saved for
future use.
Seasonal and promotional merchandising has never been easier. Breathe new life into your showroom and
increase sales with Updatable Graphics by Wind Mill Slatwall Products.
Updatable, Reusable, Easy
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Graphic Series - Updatable Graphics
It's Simple...
1 - Order your slatwall with your choice of finish and on-center
dimensions. Then email our Project Managers your image files.
Repeat anytime you need to update your graphics.

Order the slatwall finish to your
specification

2 - Load the pre-cut graphic strips. Add the individually numbered
graphic strips as you go for quick and easy placement. The strips
are firmly held in place by Wind Mill Graphic-Serts™, no glue or
tape is needed.
3 - Update graphics as needed. Simply pinch and pull out the old
strip from the Graphic-Sert™. Place the new graphics strips under
the tabs, starting from the bottom of the panel following the
graphic strip numbers as you go. Save the old graphics for reuse if
you wish.
Graphic Series slatwall retains all of the functionality of slatwall
while adding amazing graphic impact.

Load Graphic-Serts™, insert pre-cut
strips, replace and reuse as needed

For Information and sample request please visit:
www.windmillslatwall.com or call 800.548.7528
to speak with a Project Manager.

Updatable | Reusable | Easy
Graphic Series - Updatable Graphics
 Endless Wall and Fixture Options - You Envision, We Create
 Vivid Ultra High Resolution & Color Up to 1200 DPI
 Environmentally Friendly Printing Process
 No Minimum Quantities Required
 Pre-cut Graphics Are Reusable and Numbered

Updatable Graphic Series Slatwall
offers full functionality.
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